Psychological & Brain Sciences Presents MINICON

MAY 14 2019

8:40am - 5:20pm
ESB 1001

8:40 am  Breakfast
9:00 am  Opening remarks by Michael Miller, Chair
9:10 am  Presentations
         Vinnie Wu (SOC), Carol He (CPCN), Diane Lee (DEVO), Laura Pritschet (CPCN)
10:30 am  Coffee Break
10:40 am  Presentations
         Michelle Shteyn (SOC), Ashleigh Wells (CPCN), Delancey Wu (SOC)
11:40 am  Richard E. Mayer Award presented by Heejung Kim
11:50 am  Lunch
12:55 pm  Presentations
         Roxie Chuang (SOC), Leo Chavez (N&B), Madeleine Gross (CPCN)
1:55 pm  Coffee Break
2:05 pm  Presentations
         Katy Walter (DEVO), Kasie Mays (N&B), Julian Gerson (N&B), Nicole Han (CPCN)
3:25 pm  Coffee break
3:35 pm  Presentations
         Diego Padilla-Garcia (SOC), Devi Klein (CPCN), Rammy Salem (SOC), Melissa Hingorani (N&B)
4:55 pm  Charles G. McClintock Award presented by Shelly Gable
5:05 pm  Harry J. Carlisle Memorial Award presented by Tod Kippin
5:15 pm  Closing remarks by Michael Miller, Chair